Junior Warden’s Report 2020
Listed are most of the projects that have been attended to over
the last year or so:
Church fire extinguishers refreshed
Emergency exit lighting refreshed*
Exterior Lighting enhanced*
Front stained glass window once again shines out at night*
Kitchen exhaust fan addressed*
Front awning replaced
Continuation of Felicia Martineau’s work to clean out the Church
Continuation and completion of Marjorie Strong’s work to get
Church driveway repaved
Addressed a mold problem in the undercroft
The total cost for these projects exceeded $11,000.00. I wish I
kept the email I received from our Senior Warden to share with
you- it was great and brings a smile to my face thinking about it.
Without using the exact words, he said: Bill cool your jets with
the spending.
I met Earl at the rectory in mid August to review the driveway
challenge and saw the rectory for the first time. I fell in love with
it. The rectory is in pretty good shape and Earl and Elizabeth
have been Very good stewards of the property. The rectory
does need help and I feel we need to do work on it in the very
near future.

The * means Leo Martineau. Leo has done a lot for the church
this year in addition to the items listed and we all owe him a
debt of gratitude.
After spending time with Earl on these projects I am convinced
he has a blue tee shirt on under his street clothes with a big
golden S on the chest.
I will “flesh out” any of the projects we attended to this year if
you are interested. One of the more memorable stories involves
Ron Hirsch’s process of dismantling the piano in the undercroft
which I think Christina would share with us.
Submitted by Bill Crowther

